


Enplas microfluidic chips achieve comparable performance 
to glass and PDMS chip with
- low background noise fluorescent detection technology
- hydrophilic surface coating technology
- plastic pneumatic valve technology
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Low background fluorescent detection

Hydrophilic surface coating

Plastic pneumatic valve

-Reducing Auto-Fluorescence
 by making irradiated volume smaller
-Increasing fluorescent signal 
 by long optical path detection.
             -> increasing signal to noise ratio

Background of plastic chip
 with thin detection region
has almost same as glass chip

Plastic chip with 
thin detection region and 

long optical path side detection 
has best detection limit.

Furthermore contamination 
protect wall can prevent 
background noise 
due to foreign material.

All of inside channel wall
 can be coated

Surface property has 
very small aging variation.
The coated surface is still 
hydrophilic after 4 month.
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detection condition : fluorescent microscope (BX51), 
objective lens (UPlanFI10X), ICCDcamera (gain :10), 

optical filter (UMWIB2)

Fluorescence is high due to 
filim is flat

Fluorescence is low due to
film bent with pnuematic 
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Enplas microfluidic chips provide superior value than glass 
and PDMS chip with
- combination with additional structures 
- side open channels
- various channel forms
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Side open channels

Various channel forms

Combination with additional structures

→　Total cost can be reduced by a single tool product design

Minimum risk in injection molding.
Suitable for mass production.

Liquid can stop because of surface tension

SEM picture of prominent 
structure and air vent

Silicone tube connector
No leakage at 0.4 Mpa

large volume inlet

sample introduction
with capillary effect

After bonding
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fiber inlet

cylindrical lenses

micro nozzle array

S ample plug formation with combination
 of stop valve and air vent

prominent structure
on side wall and bottom

capillary effect
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